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Abstract—We consider the development of a general non-
linear small-gain theorem for systems with abstract initial
conditions. Systems are deﬁned in a set theoretic manner from
input-output pairs on a doubly inﬁnite time axis, and a general
construction of the initial conditions (i.e. a state at time zero)
is given in terms of an equivalence class of trajectories on
the negative time axis. By using this formulation, an ISS-
type nonlinear small-gain theorem is established with complete
disconnection between the stability property and the existence,
uniqueness properties. We provide an illustrative example.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of the small-gain theorem in control theory dates
back to the 1960s by [23] and [16]. The original version of
the small-gain theorem involves systems with ﬁnite linear
gains from input to output with or without a bias term (see
e.g., [3]). Extensions of the small-gain theorem to nonlinear
gains have been studied by many researchers. The work
on the small-gain theory involving nonlinear gains began
with [6], [13], where the monotone gain was proposed for a
nonlinear generalisation of the classical small-gain theorem.
In [9], the authors developed a nonlinear ISS-type small-gain
theorem in the sense of [18] for interconnection of nonlinear
systems in state space representations, which led an extensive
follow-up literature (e.g., [1], [7], [8]). Several interesting
extensions of the small-gain theorem were also obtained
for systems with special structures such as Volterra systems
[24], general networks [2], large-scale complex systems [10],
stochastic systems [12], hybrid systems [11], [14], etc.
Note that the classical small-gain theorem obtained in
the input-output framework has the beneﬁt that the stability
property is completely disconnected from the existence,
uniqueness properties, etc (see e.g., [3]). Most of the results
of the ISS-type nonlinear small-gain theorem were obtained
for nonlinear state space models, and a priori requirements of
existence and uniqueness properties of systems are imposed
(e.g., requiring smoothness or Lipschitz continuity of dy-
namical functions), and extra “observability” conditions are
imposed to guarantee that the state trajectories are bounded
when the input and output are bounded.
One major contribution of this article is that we pro-
vide a uniform framework to study input-output theory
incorporating abstract initial conditions. Both systems and
the corresponding initial conditions are deﬁned from a set
theoretic manner. No special structures such as state space
model, Volterra series representation are required. Another
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contribution of this article is that we present a nonlinear ISS-
type small-gain theorem without the extra “observability”
conditions and with complete disconnection between the
stability property and the existence, uniqueness properties.
The main idea of the proof is motivated by [9]. On one
hand this can be reviewed as a generalisation of the input-
output framework to incorporate initial conditions, and on
the other hand a generalisation of the ISS/IOS framework to
incorporate more general system classes.
The paper is organised as follows. In xII, we introduce
deﬁnitions of systems and initial conditions, which involve
only input-output structures. In xIII, we present our main
result in this paper and the corresponding proof, and give an
illustrative example. We draw a conclusion in xIV.
II. SYSTEMS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
Let S denote the set of all locally integrable maps R ! X
where X is a nonempty set. For any interval J, we regard SJ
as a subspace of S by identifying SJ with the set of maps in
S which vanish outside of J. We deﬁne a truncation operator
TJ : S ! S and a restriction operator RJ : SI ! SJ with
J  I as follows:
TJ : S ! S; v 7! TJv ,

t 7!

v(t); t 2 J
0; otherwise

RJ : SI ! SJ; v 7! RJv ,

t 7! v(t); t 2 J

:
We let R+ , R[0;1) and R  , R( 1;0].
For any u;v 2 S and any  2 R, the -concatenation of
u and v, denoted u ^ v, is deﬁned by: (u ^ v)(t) = u(t)
if t  ; and (u ^ v)(t) = v(t) if t > . We abbreviate
u ^ v , u ^0 v.
Deﬁne V  S to be a signal space if and only if it is a
vector space. Suppose additionally that V is a normed vector
space and the norm kk = kkV is also deﬁned for signals of
the form TJv, v 2 V, J  R. We can deﬁne a norm kkJ
on SJ by kvkJ = kTJvk for v 2 SJ (deﬁne kvkJ , 1 if
TJv 2 S n V). The extended space Ve of V is deﬁned by
Ve ,

v 2 S j 8a;b;( 1 < a < b < 1) : T(a;b)v 2 V
	
;
and the interval space V(J) , RJV for any J  R; we let
V+ = R+V, V  = R V, V+
e = R+Ve and V 
e = R Ve.
The essence of a system in the input-output sense is that
only the relationship between inputs and outputs is relevant.
In this sense, notions of a system should be made without
the axiomatical postulation of state.
Deﬁnition 1: Given normed signal spaces U;Y and W ,
U  Y, a system Q is deﬁned to be a subset BQ  We.
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978-3-952-41734-8/©2013 EUCA 1699The signal pair (u;y) 2 Ue Ye is called an input-output
pair. At this stage, we do not impose any further requirements
on the input/output partition. In the rest of this section, unless
speciﬁed otherwise, we always regard u 2 Ue as an input and
y 2 Ye as an output for the system Q.
This is slightly different from both Zames’s representation
of input-output systems by operators [21] and Willems’s
structure of input-output systems by behaviours with in-
put/output partition [15]. Here, we allow both (u;y1) and
(u;y2) with y1 6= y2 belong to the same set BQ. And
it does not require that for any u 2 Ue there exists a
y 2 Ye such that (u;y) 2 BQ. For example, Let U =
Y , L2(R;R) and consider the system Q represented by
the set BQ =

(u;y) 2 Ue  Ye j y2 = u
	
. It is easy to
verify that for u(t) = e 2jtj;t 2 R and y(t) = e jtj;t 2 R
we have both (u;y) and (u; y) belong to BQ, and that
for u(t) =  e 2jtj;t 2 R, there is no y 2 L2
e(R;R) such
that (u;y) 2 BQ. We will see in the subsequent sections that
this deﬁnition of systems allow us to deﬁne initial conditions
for systems appropriately and to treat in a uniﬁed manner
systems with initial conditions of a structurally different
type (e.g., both time delay distributed parameter and ODE
systems), and to make it compatible with the deﬁnition of
interconnected systems.
Deﬁnition 2: A system Q (Deﬁnition 1) is said to be
linear if the set BQ is a vector space, i.e., 1w1 + 2w2 2
BQ for any w1;w2 2 BQ and any 1;2 2 R. It is said to
be time-invariant if w 2 BQ implies w( + ) 2 BQ for all
 2 R.
Deﬁnition 3: Given normed signal spaces U and Y, an
operator  : U+
e ! Y+
e is said to be causal if,
8u;v 2 U+
e ;8t > 0 :

uj[0;t] = vj[0;t] )
(u)j[0;t] = (v)j[0;t]

;
while a system Q (Deﬁnition 1) is said to be causal if
8u;v 2 Ue;8t 2 R :

uj( 1;t] = vj( 1;t] )
Bu
Qj( 1;t] = Bv
Qj( 1;t]

;
where Bu
Q , f(u;y) 2 We j 9y such that (u;y) 2 BQg.
The deﬁnition of a causal system generalises the deﬁnition
of a casual operator. Note that any operator  : U+
e ! Y+
e
can be represented by a system B = f(u;y) 2 Ue 
Ye j R y = R u = 0;R+y = (R+u)g. According to
above deﬁnition, the operator  is causal if and only if the
system B is causal. In consideration of system’s properties,
we are interested in the trajectories on the positive direction
time line [t;1). In order to deﬁne the well-posedness of a
system, we ﬁrst introduce the two properties of existence and
uniqueness of a system. In the following, we ﬁx the initial
time t = 0 if not otherwise speciﬁed and use the notation B
 
Q
deﬁned as follows to denote the system Q’s past trajectories:
B
 
Q , R BQ
=

w  2 W 
e



9 w+ 2 W+
e such that
w ^w+ 2 BQ

: (1)
Deﬁnition 4: A system Q (Deﬁnition 1) is said to have the
existence property if for any w  2 B
 
Q and any u+ 2 U+
e
there exists a y+ 2 Y+
e such that w ^(u+;y+) 2 BQ;
and the uniqueness property if for any w  2 B
 
Q and any
u+ 2 U+
e ,
w ^(u+;y+);w ^(u+; ~ y+) 2 BQ
with y+; ~ y+ 2 Y+
e ) y+ = ~ y+;
and is well-posed if it has both the existence and uniqueness
properties.
Well-posedness means that the future output y+ can be
deduced from the set BQ (representing system properties)
and the past input-output pair (u ;y ) and the future input
u+. We deﬁne the concept of output processes input by
f(u;y);(u;y0) 2 BQ; y(t) = y0(t) for t  0g ) fy = y0g:
Then well-posedness is equivalent to output processes input
(see e.g. [20] in which the property of output processes
input together with some other properties are postulated as
axioms that need to be satisﬁed when deﬁning input-output
dynamical systems).
As discussed in intuitive terms in [22], the state is a clas-
siﬁer of input-output pasts. Thus intuitively the state should
contain all the information of past history of the system
which at any time together with the future input completely
determine the future output. In the following, we will give a
precise way to deﬁne the state of a system. The original idea
is from [4, x7] and from the viewpoint of observability, for
any observable nonlinear system represented by a state space
model, the initial state can be reconstructed from observed
output signals given some known input signals (see e.g. [5]).
Given normed signal spaces U;Y and W , U  Y, and
consider the system Q (Deﬁnition 1). We will now introduce
an equivalence relation on B
 
Q , R BQ (see (1)) and
show how this yields the state. Let Qw (u+) denote the set
(possibly empty) of all future output trajectories generated
by the system past input-output trajectories w  2 B
 
Q and
future input u+ 2 U+
e , i.e.,
Qw (u+) ,

y+ 2 Y+
e j w ^(u+;y+) 2 BQ
	
: (2)
Note that the set Qw (u+) is possibly empty for some u+ 2
U+
e . However, if the system Q is well-posed, then there is
a unique element in Qw (u+) for every w  2 B
 
Q and
every u+ 2 U+
e . In this case, Qw () deﬁnes an input-output
operator from future inputs to future outputs.
Next we deﬁne an equivalence relation  on B
 
Q ,
R BQ (see (1)) by using (2) as follows: for any w ; ~ w  2
B
 
Q, we say
w   ~ w  , Qw (u+) = Q ~ w (u+);8u+ 2 U+
e : (3)
Note that the deﬁnition of equivalence relation  on B
 
Q
doesn’t require the system Q to be well-posed; if so then
Qw () deﬁnes an operator from U+
e to Y+
e . Given this
equivalence relation  on B
 
Q, the equivalence class of an
1700element w  in B
 
Q is the subset of all elements in B
 
Q which
are equivalent to w  denoted by [w ], deﬁned as:
[w ] ,
n
~ w  2 B
 
Q

 ~ w   w 
o
: (4)
Deﬁnition 5: We deﬁne SQ the initial state space of Q at
initial time 0 as the quotient set B
 
Q=  which contains all
equivalence classes in B
 
Q related to the equivalence relation
, i.e.,
SQ , B
 
Q=  ,
n
[w ]

 w  2 B
 
Q
o
: (5)
From the equivalence relation , for any x0 2 SQ, we
can deﬁne the set Qx0(u+) by:
Qx0(u+) , Qw (u+); 8u+ 2 U+
e ;8w  2 x0: (6)
Note that the above deﬁnition of initial state space doesn’t
require the system to be well-posed. If so, then, for every
w  2 B
 
Q, Qw () is an operator from U+
e to Y+
e . This in
turn implies that, for every x0 2 SQ, Qx0() is an operator
from U+
e to Y+
e .
If the initial time is chosen to be t0 2 R not 0, we can
similarly deﬁne the initial state space denoted by S
t0
Q of a
system Q at initial time t0 by the same procedure.
We can use a real-valued function  deﬁned as follows to
denote the size of elements in the initial state space SQ:
 : SQ ! R+;
x0 7! (x0) , inf fkw k j w  2 x0g: (7)
The function  gives us information about the size of the
smallest past input and output pair that can be used to
generate the corresponding initial state. The computation of
 is a classical problem in optimal control theory (see e.g.,
[17] for state space models).
Deﬁnition 6: A function  : [0;a) ! R+ is said to be of
class K if it is continuous, strictly increasing and satisﬁes
(0) = 0; moreover, if a = 1 and lims!1 (s) = 1, then
it is said to be of class K1. A function  : [0;a)R+ ! R+
is said to be of class KL if it is such that (;t) 2 K for
each ﬁxed t 2 R+, and the function (s;) is decreasing and
limt!1 (s;t) = 0 for each ﬁxed s 2 [0;a).
III. GENERALISED NONLINEAR SMALL-GAIN
THEOREM
Given normed signal spaces U;Y and W , U  Y.
Consider the form of feedback conﬁguration shown in Fig. 1.
The signals ui and yi (i = 0;1;2) belong to the extended
signal spaces Ue and Ye, respectively. Deﬁne wi = (ui;yi)
for i = 0;1;2, thus wi for i = 0;1;2 belong to We. The
symbols G and H represent two subsystems which consist of
all the input-output signal pairs w1 = (u1;y1) 2 We related
to G and all the output-input signal pairs w2 = (u2;y2) 2
We related to H, respectively, when the switches are open.
(Here G, H are relations (i.e., “multivalued functions”).)
When the switches are closed, the interconnection equation
w0 = w1 + w2 also holds.
G
H
u0 u1
u2
y1
y2 y0  ?
-
6
-

Fig. 1. Nonlinear feedback conﬁguration [G;H]
The subsystems G and H are represented by the sets BG
and BH (Deﬁnition 1) 1, respectively; and the corresponding
initial state spaces SG and SH at given initial time 0 are
deﬁned according to Deﬁnition 5. Note that the deﬁnitions
of corresponding initial state spaces are not related to the
well-posedness of the systems. We deﬁne the interconnected
system [G;H] shown in Fig. 1 (i.e., with the switches closed)
by the following set B[G;H],
B[G;H] ,
n
(w0;w1;w2) 2 We  We  We


w1 2 BG;w2 2 BH;w0 = w1 + w2
o
: (8)
In B[G;H] we view the external input w0 as the (closed-loop)
input and the internal signals (w1;w2) as the (closed-loop)
output.
We make the following notations to let the statement of the
main result in this paper more concise. For any x0 2 SG
and any u1+ 2 U+
e , we let Gx0u1+ denote any of y1+ 2
Y+
e (if exists) such that w1  ^ (u1+;y1+) (for any w1  2
x0) is an input-output signal pair of G. Similarly, for any
z0 2 SH and any y2+ 2 Y+
e , we let Hz0y2+ denote any
of u2+ 2 U+
e (if exists) such that w2  ^ (u2+;y2+) (for
any w2  2 z0) is an output-input signal pair of H. Note
that both Gx0 and Hz0 are “multivalued functions”. Denote
[Gx0;Hz0] by the closed-loop relation which consists of all
positive time input-output signal pairs (w0+;w1+;w2+) with
w0+ 2 W+
e denoting inputs and (w1+;w2+) 2 W+
e  W+
e
denoting outputs of [Gx0;Hz0] such that
w0+ = w1+ + w2+;
(9)
w1+ , (u1+;Gx0u1+); w2+ , (Hz0y2+;y2+):
Lemma 1: Consider the feedback conﬁguration shown in
Fig. 1 (i.e., with the switches closed). Let G;H be two causal
time-invariant systems with above notations and [G;H] be
causal. Suppose that there are functions 1;2 2 KL and
1;2 2 K1 such that for any x0 2 SG, z0 2 SH and any
t > 0, u1+ 2 U+
e , y2+ 2 Y+
e ,
j(Gx0u1+)(t)j  1((x0);t) + 1(ku1+k[0;t));
(10)
j(Hz0y2+)(t)j  2((z0);t) + 2(ky2+k[0;t));
where (10) holds for all the “images” Gx0u1+ and Hz0y2+ of
each u1+ 2 U+
e and y2+ 2 Y+
e , and the real-valued function
 is deﬁned in (7). Then there are class K1 functions
1Note that when considering H, we need interchange the role of Ue and
Ye and think of y2 2 Ye as the input and u2 2 Ue as the output.
1701i;i;(i = 1;2) independent of x0;z0;u1+;y2+ such that
for any t  0,
(x(t))  1((x0)) + 1(k(u1+;Gx0u1+)k[0;t));
(11)
(z(t))  2((z0)) + 2(k(Hz0y2+;y2+)k[0;t));
where x(t) 2 St
G and z(t) 2 St
H are the corresponding
states of G and H related to initial states x0 and z0 at time
t  0 with x(0) = x0 and z(0) = z0, respectively.
Proof: According to the deﬁnition of state in Deﬁnition
5, The inequalities (11) are immediately obtained by letting
i(s) = i(s;0) + s; i(s) = i(s) + s;
for any i = 1;2 and any s  0.
Note that, for any function  : [0;r) ! R+ of class K,
any function  of class K1 and any a  0, b  0 with
a + b < r, we have 2
(a + b)    (I + )(a) +   (I +  1)(b): (12)
where I stands for the identity function, i.e., I(s) = s for
any s  0.
Theorem 1: Under the same conditions and notations in
Lemma 1. If there exist two functions  2 K1 and " 2 K1
such that
1  (I + )  2(s)  (I + ") 1(s); 8s  0; (13)
Then, for any function  2 K1, there exists a function  2
KL such that for any i = 1;2 and all t > 0, and all w0+ 2
U+
e  Y+
e ,
jwi+(t)j  ((x0;z0);t) + ( + )(kw0+k[0;t)); (14)
where the real-valued function  is deﬁned in (7) and  2
K1 is deﬁned as follows, for any r  0,
8
> <
> :
(r) =
 
I + (I +  1)2  3 + (I + " 1)2  4

(r);
3(r) =
 
I + 2  (I + " 1)2
(r);
4(r) =
 
I + 1  (I +  1)2
(r):
(15)
Proof: Choose s = (I +")1(^ s);(^ s  0) in (13), we
have 1  (I + )  2  (I + ")  1(^ s)  1(^ s);(^ s  0).
Hence, we get
2  (I + ")  1(^ s)  (I + ) 1(^ s); 8^ s  0; (16)
For any initial states x0 2 SG and z0 2 SH and any
w0+ = (u0+;y0+) 2 U+  Y+, we deﬁne two nonnegative
constants b10 = 1((x0);0) and b20 = 2((z0);0). Then,
from (9) and (10), we obtain that
ku1+k[0;t)  ku0+k[0;t) + kHz0y2+k[0;t)
 ku0+k[0;t) + b20 + 2(ky2+k[0;t)); 8t > 0:
Similarly, we have
ky2+k[0;t)  ky0+k[0;t) + kGx0u1+k[0;t)
 ky0+k[0;t) + b10 + 1(ku1+k[0;t)); 8t > 0:
2if b  (a) then (a + b)    (I + )(a); and if a   1(b) then
(a + b)    (I +  1)(b).
Hence, we get
ku1+k[0;t)  ku0+k[0;t) + b20
+ 2  (I + ")  1(ku1+k[0;t))
+ 2  (I + " 1)(ky0+k[0;t) + b10): (17)
From (16), (17) and (I   (I + ) 1) 1() = (I +  1)(),
we have, for all t > 0,
ku1+k[0;t)  (I +  1)

ku0+k[0;t) + b20
+2  (I + " 1)(ky0+k[0;t) + b10)

: (18)
Similarly, we have, for all t > 0,
ky2+k[0;t)  (I + " 1)

ky0+k[0;t) + b10
+1  (I +  1)(ku0+k[0;t) + b20)

: (19)
Note that, for all t > 0, ku2+k[0;t)  ku0+k[0;t)+ku1+k[0;t)
and ky1+k[0;t)  ky0+k[0;t)+ky2+k[0;t). Hence, by applying
(12) to (18) and (19), we obtain that there exist a class K1
function  such that, for any i = 1;2 and all t > 0,
kwi+k[0;t)  (kw0+k[0;t)) + ((x0;z0)); (20)
where  2 K1 is deﬁned in (15).
From (11) in Lemma 1 and (20), and by using (12), we
know that, for any t > 0,
(x(t);z(t))  (1 + 2)((x0;z0))
+ (1 + 2)(maxfkw1+k[0;t) ;kw2+k[0;t)g)
 1((x0;z0)) + 2(kw0+k[0;1))
, s1; 8t > 0; (21)
where x(t) and z(t) are the corresponding states at time t >
0 of G and H related to initial states x0 and z0, respectively;
and 1(s) = (1 +2)(s)+(1 +2)(I + 1)(s) and
2(s) = (1 + 2)  (I + )  (s), 8s  0.
It’s easy to see that both 1 and 2 are of class K1
functions. Next we estimate the bound of jwi(t)j;i = 1;2
for any t > 0. Since both G and H are causal and time-
invariant, by using (10) and (21), we have for any t > 0 and
any u1+ 2 U+
e , and any y2+ 2 Y+
e ,
j(Gx0u1+)(t)j  1((x(t=2));t=2) + 1(ku1+k[ t
2;t))
 1(s1;t=2) + 1(ku1+k[ t
2;t));
(22)
j(Hz0y2+)(t)j  2((z(t=2));t=2) + 2(ky2+k[ t
2;t))
 2(s1;t=2) + 2(ky2+k[ t
2;t)):
Thus, by applying (9) and (22), we have, for all t > 0,
ju1+(t)j  ju0+(t)j + j(Hz0y2+)(t)j
 ku0+k[0;t) + 2(s1;t=2) + 2(ky2+k[ t
2;t));
jy2+(t)j  jy0+(t)j + k(Gx0u1+)(t)k
 ky0+k[0;t) + 1(s1;t=2) + 1(ku1+k[ t
2;t)):
1702Hence, we get, for all t > 0,
ju1+(t)j  ku0+k[0;t) + 2(s1;t=2)
+ 2  (I + ")  1(ku1+k[ t
2;t))
+ 2  (I + " 1)(ky0+k[0;t) + 1(s1;t=2))
 ku0+k[0;t) + 2(s1;t=2)
+ (I + ) 1(ku1+k[ t
2;t))
+ 2  (I + " 1)(ky0+k[0;t) + 1(s1;t=2))
 3(s1;t) + (I + ) 1(ku1+k[ t
2;t))
+ 3(kw0+k[0;t)) (23)
with 3 2 K1 deﬁned in (15) and 3 2 KL deﬁned by
3(r;s) , 2(r;s=2) + 2  (I + " 1)
 (I + ")  1(r;s=2)); 8r  0; 8s  0:
Next we apply [9, Lemma A.1] 3 to (23), it follows that a
function 4 of class KL exists such that, for all t > 0,
ju1+(t)j  4(s1;t) + (I   (I + ) 1) 1
 (I +  1)  3(kw0+k[0;1)) (24)
= 4(s1;t) + (I +  1)2  3(kw0+k[0;1));
where we use the fact that (I   (I + ) 1) 1(s) = (I +
 1)(s) for any s  0.
Similarly, there exist a function 5 2 KL such that, for
all t > 0,
jy2+(t)j  5(s1;t)
+ (I + " 1)2  4(kw0+k[0;1)) (25)
with 4 2 K1 deﬁned in (15).
Note that, for all t > 0, ju2+(t)j  ju0+(t)j + ju1+(t)j
and jy1+(t)j  jy0+(t)j + jy2+(t)j. Hence, from (24) and
(25), we have, for all t > 0,
jwi+(t)j  6(s1;t) + (kw0+k[0;1)); i = 1;2; (26)
with 6(r;s) , maxf4(r;s);5(r;s)g; 8r  0;8s  0,
and  2 K1 deﬁned in (15).
Since s1 = 1((x0;z0)) + 2(kw0+k[0;1)) (see (21)),
from (20) and (26), we have for any t  0,
jwi+(t)j  (kw0+k[0;1)) + min

((x0;z0));
6

1
 
(x0;z0)

+ 2
 
kw0+k[0;1)

;t

: (27)
Given any function  of K1, there are only two cases
(x0;z0)   1  (kw0+k[0;1)) or kw0+k[0;1)   1 
((x0;z0)), thus from (27) and by considering the fact that
3Let  2 KL,  2 K1 such that I    2 K1, and let  2 (0;1].
Then, for any function  such that    I 2 K1, a function ^  2 KL
exists such that, for any s  0;d  0 and any nonnegative real function
z(t), deﬁned and essentially bounded on [0;1) and satisfying z(t) 
(s;t)+(kzk[t;1))+d for any t 2 [0;+1), we have z(t)  ^ (s;t)+
(I ) 1(d) for any t 2 [0;+1). [Here, when applying to (23), we let
 , 3; , (I +) 1; , 1
2; , I + 1 and d = 3(kw0+k[0;1)).]
for any ﬁxed t > 0 the function 6(;t) 2 K, we have for
any t  0,
jwi+(t)j  (kw0+k[0;1)) +    1  (kw0+k[0;1))
+ 6(1((x0;z0)) + 2   1  ((x0;z0));t):
Thus, by the causality of [G;H] and the deﬁnition of
extended space, for any  2 K1 and any i = 1;2 and
all t > 0, and all w0+ 2 U+
e  Y+
e , we have,
jwi+(t)j  ((x0;z0);t) + ( + )(kw0+k[0;t));
with (r;s) , 6((1+2 1)(r);s); 8r  0;8s  0,
and  2 K1 deﬁned in (15).
A. Illustration
We next illustrate Theorem 1 by considering the following
special example for systems with time delay and nonzero
initial conditions. Consider the feedback conﬁguration shown
in Fig. 1. The subsystem G is deﬁned by the set
BG = fw1 2 We j w1 = (u1;y1) satisﬁes (29)g; (28)
_ y1(t) =  ay1(t   1) + "(eu1(t)   1); (29)
and the subsystem H is deﬁned by the set
BH = fw2 2 We j w2 = (u2;y2) satisﬁes (31)g; (30)
_ u2(t) = satf bu2(t   2) + sat[y2(t)]g; (31)
with the interconnection conditions u0 = u1 + u2 and y0 =
y1 +y2, where a > 0;b > 0 are ﬁxed real numbers, and " 2
R;1 > 0;2 > 0 are small parameters, and the saturation
function sat : R ! R satisfying sat(s) = s when jsj  1
and sat(s) = 1 when s > 1 and sat(s) =  1 when s <  1.
The corresponding initial state spaces SG and SH at
given initial time 0 are deﬁned according to Deﬁnition 5.
The interconnected system [G;H] is deﬁned as (8). Both G
and H are causal and time-invariant, and [G;H] is causal.
Note that, for any 1 > 0 and any "1 2 (0;a), when
_ x(t) =  ax(t   1) + f(t), the following inequality
jx(t)j  max

(1 + 1)a21
a   "1
kxk[t 21;t] ;
(1 + 1=1)(a1 + 1)
a   "1
kfk[t 1;t]

implies 4 that d
dtx2(t)   2"1 jx(t)j
2. Also note that, for any
2 > 0 and any "2 2 (0;b), when _ z(t) = sat[ bz(t   2) +
g(t)], the following inequality
jz(t)j  max

(1 + 2)b22
b   "2
kzk[t 22;t] ;
(1 + 1=2)(b2 + 1)
b   "2
kgk[t 2;t]

4This follows from _ x(t) =  ax(t) + ax(t)   ax(t   1) + f(t) =
 ax(t)+a1 _ x(1)+f(t) for some 1 2 (t 1;t) that j_ x(t) + ax(t)j 
a21 kxk[t 21;t] + (a1 + 1)kfk[t 1;t]. By using the fact that A +
B  maxf(1 + 1)A;(1 + 1=1)Bg for any A  0;B  0
and 1 > 0 in the previous inequality, we have j_ x(t) + ax(t)j 
maxf(1 + 1)a21 kxk[t 21;t] ;(1 + 1=1)(a1 + 1)kfk[t 1;t]g 
(a   "1)jx(t)j and thus x(t)_ x(t)   "1 jx(t)j2.
1703implies 5 that d
dtz2(t)   2jz(t)jsat("2 jz(t)j).
So, for the subsystems G and H, by applying the
Razumikhin-type theorem (see [19, Theorem 2]), we have
that, for any 1 > 0, 2 > 0 and any "1 2 (0;a),
"2 2 (0;b), if
(1+1)a
21
a "1 < 1 and
(1+2)b
22
b "2 < 1, then
there exist 1;"1 2 KL, 2;"2 2 KL such that, for any
x0 , [(u1 ;y1 )] 2 SG, z0 , [(u2 ;y2 )] 2 SH, and any
u1+ 2 U+
e , y2+ 2 Y+
e , and any t > 0,
jy1+(t)j  1;"1(ky1 k[ 21;0] ;t) + 1(ku1+k[0;t))
 1;"1((x0);t) + 1(ku1+k[0;t));
ju2+(t)j  2;"2(ku2 k[ 22;0] ;t) + 2(ky2+k[0;t))
 2;"2((z0);t) + 2(ky2+k[0;t));
with the real-valued function  deﬁned in (7) and 1 2 K1,
2 2 K1 deﬁned as follows
1(s) =
(1 + 1=1)(a1 + 1)
a   "1
j"j(es   1); 8s  0;
2(s) =
(1 + 1=2)(b2 + 1)
b   "2
sat(s); 8s  0:
Theorem 1 now asserts that, for the interconnected system
[G;H], the inequalities (14) will hold if there exist two
functions 1(s);2(s);s  0 of class K1 such that
1  (I + 1)  2(s)  (I + 2) 1(s); 8s  0: (32)
Graphically, the above inequality (32) is equivalent to say
that the distance between the curves (x;2(x)) and (1(y);y)
grows without bound in the ﬁrst quadrant of Cartesian
coordinate system (x;y). So, if 1  2(1) < 1, then (32)
will be satisﬁed for some functions 1;2 of class K1.
Hence, for the interconnected system [G;H], the inequal-
ities (14) will hold if the parameters " 2 R;1 > 0;2 > 0
satisfying
8
> > <
> > :
1 < 
1 ,
a   "1
(1 + 1)a2; 2 < 
2 ,
b   "2
(1 + 2)b2;
j"j <
a   "1
(1 + 1
1)(a1 + 1)fexp[
(1+1=2)(b2+1)
b "2 ]   1g
;
for any 1 > 0, 2 > 0 and any "1 2 (0;a), "2 2 (0;b).
Note that for any 
1 < 1=a and any 
2 < 1=b, we can always
choose 1;2 and "1;"2 so that the above inequalities are
satisﬁed.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a general ISS-type nonlinear
small-gain theorem by deﬁning a system and its correspond-
ing initial conditions from an input-output point of view.
It inherits the property of classical small-gain theorem that
the question of stability is absolutely disconnected from the
question of existence and uniqueness. An illustration of our
5Similarly, this follows from _ z(t) = sat
 
 bz(t)+b2 _ z(2)+g(t)

for
some 2 2 (t 2;t) and from jb2 _ z(2) + g(t)j  b22 kzk[t 22;t] +
(b2 + 1)kgk[t 2;t]  maxf(1 + 2)b22 kzk[t 22;t] ;(1 +
1=2)(b2+1)kgk[t 2;t]g  (b "2)jz(t)j that z(t)_ z(t)  z(t)sat
 
 
bz(t) + (b   "2)z(t)

=  jz(t)jsat("2 jz(t)j).
main result is provided. On the one hand this can be viewed
as an extension of the operator theoretical input-output theory
to include initial conditions, but retaining the generality of
the system class, and on the other hand an extension of
the ISS/IOS framework to incorporate very general system
classes (e.g., not tied to state space representations).
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